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Introduction: NASA’s InSight mission [1] is due to land on Mars in September 2016 with instrumentation designed to probe the interior structure of the planet. One of the main instruments included in the payload is the seismic instrumentation package SEIS [2]. SEIS is the critical instrument for delineating the deep interior structure of Mars, including the thickness and structure of the crust, the possible composition of the mantle, and will help to constrain the size of its core.

The complete SEIS package includes the Very Broad Band (VBB) 3-axis sensor [2] covering the frequency range 0.005 to 1 Hz and the Short Period (SEIS-SP) instrument covering the frequency range 0.05 to 40 Hz. To couple the instrument to the Martian surface, SEIS will be deployed by the lander’s robot arm and then covered by a wind and thermal shield (WTS) to isolate it from the weather (Figure 1). SEIS itself includes aerogel thermal insulation, which combined with the WTS helps to mitigate the effects of wind and thermal fluctuations.

![Figure 1. Layout of the SEIS instrument package, showing the Wind and Thermal Shield (WTS), thermal blanket and complete SEIS sensor assembly. (Image: InSight SEIS team).](image)

SEIS-SP sensor description: The SEIS-SP sensor is an innovative micro-machined silicon device that is hermetically sealed (Figure 2, [3]). The sensor consists of a micromachined silicon suspension supporting a proof mass that moves laterally. The proof-mass position is sensed by a periodic linear capacitive array transducer allowing highly sensitive position detection combined with feedback control at multiple null points. Operation at any of these points enables the sensor to function over a large tilt range without compromising the noise performance. As well as the capacitive sensing elements, the proof mass has planar coils on the surface to electromagnetic actuator when placed in a static magnetic field.

Each of the three sensor axes is packaged as a separate unit, and includes thick-film hybrid pre-amplifier electronics designed to operate over the full range of expected martian surface temperature conditions (e.g. 150 - 290 K). The anticipated noise floor of the flight device is 0.5 ng/√Hz in the 0.1 to 10Hz band.

![Figure 2. An integrated SEIS-SP sensor die, 25 x 25 mm.](image)

InSight poses some unique problems in data extraction not encountered in terrestrial seismology. Part of the challenge concerns the unknown nature of the planet’s seismic signal itself, including potential sources and transmission. But independent of the seismic analysis, perhaps the biggest challenge is isolating the seismic portion of the signal in the dataset returned to Earth. Terrestrial seismology sidesteps this problem by deploying instruments in vaults that considerably attenuate any aseismic contributions to the seismometer output.

Figure 3a illustrates the signal paths for a terrestrial vault installation with a seismometer signal, $x_0$ with temperature and pressure, $x_1$ and $x_2$, filtered through the vault and instrument transfer function, $D_{0,1,2}$ and $I_{0,1,2}$, which in general contain proportional, integral and differential terms. Ideally three entirely independent signal paths prevent crosstalk between the signals. In practice a deep vault will minimise any interaction between the three signals, even if the seismometer itself has finite temperature and pressure coefficients. For all the signal paths there is an inevitable contribution to each signal path from the instrument noise, $n_{0,1,2}$. On Earth the seismometer has been designed such that this noise is below the weakest seismic signal expected. When taken altogether, the separation of the signal pathways enables the seismologist to concentrate immediately on the seismic analysis of the seismometer output.

**SEIS-SP Regolith Noise Transfer function Measurements:** The transfer function between the WTS and the SEIS-SP sensor package was quantified in analogue environments, both in the laboratory in a 2m by 2m sandpit, and in basaltic desert environments at the Hverfjall Cinder cone apron, Iceland [4]. These experiments found that around 2% of the WTS generated seismic noise is transferred to the SEIS instruments at 5Hz. This is five times less than predicted by simple elastic theory and suggests anelastic regolith properties. These anelastic effects, which will affect vibrations transmitted from the spacecraft and other natural sources as well as at the WTS, are being further quantified by the Bristol group and will be incorporated into the overall noise model.

**Determination of noise for the SP instrument:** The components of the SP self-noise have been modelled in PSPICE as part of the instrument analysis and confirmed by coherency testing alongside high performance terrestrial seismometers in low-environmental-noise vaults (e.g. [5]).

**Future work:** The SEIS-SP flight sensor units are now in final production. Working closely with other members of the SEIS science and engineering teams, we will work to combine measurements of the instrument’s transfer function, regolith properties and environmental noise sources to generate a comprehensive instrument model. It is hoped that this model will help with the detailed analysis of the SEIS-SP instrument when it is installed on the surface of Mars in September 2016.
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